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seem to be seeing lots more squirrels around this autumn, although not the beautiful red
ones as we see in the above photo, and naturally they are making preparations for leaner times
ahead. The UK, and indeed much of the wider world, also seems to be going into storage mode as
another wave of Covid-19 spreads over us. Although we had hoped for better times returning, I
felt it was important not to dwell on sadness in this edition and to strike a more positive note.
Many of us have been conscious of our family ties – those we can meet and those we are separated
from, but families are built in other ways, our bowls-club members, bridge clubs, allotment
owners, neighbourhood groups and online zooms for a multitude of classes and meetings. THROB
is also a family and the magazine binds us together - even more now that the exercise classes are
no longer taking place. This magazine is a reminder that you are not forgotten, so let's particularly
enjoy the contributions of members and even pass on your copy to neighbours and friends when
you are done with it.
Back in the summer, the sudden curtailment of Eid celebrations caused great disappointment.
By the time the next issue of Throb News reaches you in February, Diwali, Hanukkah, Christmas
and New Year will have come and gone, perhaps with similar restrictions. It seems likely that our
annual festivities will look rather different this year and 'togetherness' with our extended family
may not be possible. Whether you are religious or simply enjoy the secular delights, mid-winter
is a time to pause and look forward to Spring, new growth and better times ahead. Throb News
wishes you all the joy of the season and a hopeful 2021.
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W

e hope you enjoy this special
BUMPER issue of Throb News. We needed
some extra space due to the THROB
Committee Reports so we decided to go for
four more pages of entertainment and information for you
all.
The pandemic has certainly brought challenges to
THROB and to rehabilitation in general as we are unable to
get together as we once did - but maybe we can find ways to
alleviate that.
The pandemic has frequently been compared to war and
when some people have complained about the current
frustrations we often hear the phrase 'our parents had to
put up with a great many more hardships than we do right
now, so get on with it'. This may be true but only in part.
Wartime hardships were lack of food and other everyday
commodities plus mental hardships from air raids and
loved ones away fighting, but what allowed people to be
strong was the 'togetherness', the support, the hugs, the
games, the sing-songs, the human to human sharing. The
country came together by being together.
We still have our material comforts for the time-being but
keeping apart, covering our facial expressions with masks,
not being able to hug loved ones, visit each other, grieve
together, sing together, or exercise together is extremely
unnatural. As is viewing others in our own country as
'dangerous' or 'the enemy' because they might be carrying
the virus. It is indeed a very different kind of 'war' but no
less difficult because the enemy is hidden in our midst.

leseveric@gmail.com
N.B. The editorial board reserves the right to decide the magazine’s
content and to amend articles as necessary

Remembrance�Day

T

his year Remembrance Day will be
different. The ceremony at the Cenotaph in
London will be socially distanced and
many smaller ceremonies will be cancelled.
You can still support the British Legion
Poppy Appeal in many ways, including
making a donation.
Details can be found on their website:
www.britishlegion.org.uk
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Not�The�Ministry�Of�Silly�Walks
Hopefully!

T

hose of you
who have read my
website/blog†
will
know that I am not
afraid of some selfexperimentation
when it comes to
health. Recently, I
decided to change the
way I walk. I don't mean that I wandered down
a new path, I have literally changed my “gait”
and have discovered some interesting things.
For a while I've been a fan of 'barefoot shoes'.
These are shoes with a wide toe box,
a
completely flat sole with zero heel raise, and
thin flexible soles. They replicate walking in
bare feet and I love them, for comfort if nothing
else but I also like feeling the ground beneath
my feet. I recently bought my third pair and
decided to find out if there was a recommended
way of walking in them. The short answer is
there isn't much info on that but there is loads
on 'barefoot running'. Now I don't intend to take
up running but I read the articles and watched
the videos and what struck me was the repeated
assertion that 'barefoot runners' had to change
the way they ran which helped them avoid
injury by relieving the strain on ankles, knees
and hips. This is when I had my lightbulb
moment. If runners could avoid injury by
changing how they run could walkers do the
same?
I have had increasing trouble with old knee
injuries and hip aches, on the left side in
particular. Over the last couple of years these
pains have kicked in after only an hour of
sustained walking, making the rest of the trip
unpleasant and I was eager to find a solution
other than a knee support. So, taking my cue
from the barefoot runners, I went for my first
walk while concentrating on multiple aspects
such as forward lean, no heel strike, firm push
off and loose ankles. Obviously this wasn't easy
and I was relieved to find one simple instruction
that solved the problem.
Make sure that your big toe is the last thing

to leave the ground with every step!
After the first five minutes both my calf
muscles were screaming at me, particularly the
left one! This 'feedback' meant I was doing
something different so I came back home after
thirty minutes and gave my muscles a good
massage. This was repeated over several days
with the right calf muscle recovering after three
days but the left one only after ten days. I
actually missed the 'feedback' when they
recovered. Those aches were gradually replaced
by aches in the thighs, left buttock and both
ankles but never to the degree that the calf
muscles had 'objected'. I also increased the
length of my walks up to three miles and tried
different terrain. The result? From day one I
have not had knee or hip pain even when going
for more than an hour. I have not had the
opportunity to try it out on a walking weekend
break due to the current COVID situation but I
have no reason to believe that walking for longer
would be problematical. It has also come to feel
natural to me and takes much less
concentration than it did at first.
Walking with a pronounced 'heel strike' has
been considered the holy grail of walking and I
myself have taught it to others over many years.
I'm not now saying that it is wrong – merely that
walking barefoot, or in barefoot shoes, requires
a different foot fall and that changing my shoes
and my gait has had enormous and unforeseen
benefits for me.
†www.lrichards48.wordpress.com

Help�Wanted

J

ye Quan Teh, a medical student at the
University of Cambridge, is conducting a
research project on heart failure. He is seeking
people with heart failure for a short anonymous
survey about a medical device.
Here is the link to the survey, if you would
like to participate:
https://forms.gle/e5KXKisztcg974Sk9
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leetwood is a Lancashire town some ten
miles North of Blackpool, which is famous for
its illuminations and trams. The trams run up
the Fylde coast to Fleetwood. Every year since
1985 Fleetwood has hosted Tram Sunday on
the third Sunday in July. Fleetwood was one of
the UK’s premier fishing ports, home to a vast
trawling fleet that scoured Icelandic waters to
bring home the much needed fish. Sadly, that
is no longer the case. Its other claim to fame
was as a seaside holiday destination for the
factory workers of Manchester, Glasgow and
other northern towns and cities. With the
advent of economic holidays to Spain etc that is
also no longer the case.
Tram Sunday is a wonderful day devoted to
trams, buses and other vehicles no longer seen
on our roads as part of
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everyday living. It is well worth a visit and
makes for a great day out. In 2020 the event
was cancelled because of the Covid-19
pandemic.
It is difficult to realise now but in the
nineteenth century the railways could not
conquer the terrain of the Lake District so train
travel to Scotland was just not possible.
Travellers would take a train from London,
Euston to Fleetwood.
A major feature of
Fleetwood is the North Euston Hotel, adjacent
to the docks. An overnight stay would be taken
and a sea journey would be enjoyed to the West
coast of Scotland.
Fleetwood is also home to Fisherman’s
Friends… perhaps an acquired taste!
I have been visiting Fleetwood all my life as
my mother’s family were involved in trawling. I
hope to be back in 2021.
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Bringing�The
THROB
Family�Together

Keeping the nation together via zoom

T

HROB has always been social at its heart.
Throb News has sought to inform and to link
members together, but, in addition, group
exercise sessions and social activities have been
an important aspect of it for mental and
physical health and support.
Recently we have lost much of that and a
return to normality is not yet in sight. Indeed,
we do not know what a cardiac rehabilitation
future will look like yet. But Lynn and the
committee are hoping to find ways to link
'virtually' to support your individual exercise
programmes and hopefully, some social needs
as well. Here are some suggestions to consider:VIRTUAL EXERCISE using readily available
video links. The British Heart foundation have
produced a series of rehabilitation videos,
which the Committee could place links to on the
THROB web site. They are interested to hear
from members who would like to see that
happen. It may be that a small pilot group test
out the use of these with the advice from a
qualified instructor as to which level is
appropriate to start at and providing alternative
exercise advice where applicable. Feedback via
phone to an instructor who would provide
support, answer your questions, motivate, and
support your efforts.
VIRTUAL SOCIAL/EXERCISE Smallish
groups, probably no more than twelve, meeting
together via zoom for a combination of exercise
and chat. This would be 'lead' by a qualified
instructor demonstrating the exercise and
running the class but with a second instructor
to observe and give advice on technique etc.

Going it alone is not everyone’s cup of tea and
being part of a group exercise class from your
own home may be very appealing and a chance
to safely see other members. Let the committee
know if you would like to take part in piloting
this idea.
VIRTUAL SOCIAL The same zoom format as
above but without the exercise component. This
means that anyone can organise and lead the
session - to avoid chaos - but that person does
not need to be an exercise instructor. A member
could do this. Or even run a small quiz.
Licencing restrictions may limit these
gatherings for time, but there are various other
systems like skype etc., and the committee are
eager to help you if they can, to find what is
most appropriate for your group.
REAL LIFE SOCIAL/EXERCISE Socially
distanced group walks could be organised in
different areas of the borough. This would mean
organising times and places - which could be
done by individual members.
If it is a chat you want then local garden
centres or similar, can offer a Covid safe
location, for coffee and cake with a few of your
friends/classmates (All within government
guidelines). If there is one nearby you could
walk there too.
We welcome your response to any of these
suggestions. To do so please contact a
committee member† and let them know your
thoughts. The sooner they hear from you the
sooner something could be organised.

†Committee contact info P10/11
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Th e �

Park

was walking through the park one day,
and no it wasn’t the merry month of May! It was
a park in Redruth, Cornwall in late Summer
1943. I was with my sister and her friend. I was
seven years old and my sister and her friend
were twelve. We heard the noise of the
approaching aircraft, which was not uncommon
as there were aircraft stationed nearby at
Portreath and Newquay. Suddenly the ground
around us started to shake. A German twin
engine aircraft flew low overhead, followed by a
spitfire firing its guns.
The Spitfire must have scored a hit as the
German aircraft suddenly dived, trailing smoke
with bits falling off, before crashing into a
farmers field about a mile away. The Spitfire
then climbed into the air doing a victory roll.
What happened to the German crew we never
found out, but the wreckage was soon taken
away on the back of an RAF lorry to stop
souvenir hunters.
Why were we in Cornwall when our home was
in North London? My mother was Cornish by
birth and my great grandmother owned a house
in Redruth. What with air raids in London and
school summer holidays, in all we probably
spent about one third of our time in Cornwall.
One incident in London had influenced this
move when the air raid siren went one evening.
We went out to the underground shelter in the
garden. It had three bunk beds inside, with me
in the top one as I was the smallest.
Soon after the air raid started, there was an
almighty bang and everything shook. I fell out
of my bunk! There was a lot of noise and bells
then shouting. A bit later, an ARP man poked
his head through the door and asked if we were
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OK. He then told us to stay inside until the
morning. When we emerged, nearly all of the
windows in our house were gone, and parts of
the roof were damaged.
Houses in our street were in rows, with the
gardens back to back. The family behind us
were a mother, father and two young boys
about the same age as me and my brother – we
were friends with them. The bomb had hit their
house, it was completely gone. We could see
clear through to the street the other side and
their little Morris 8 parked and covered in dust
and debris. The family were dead.
As a result of this my grandmother, who lived
a couple of streets way, moved down to Redruth
and we moved into her house. My sister was
evacuated to Cornwall and then my grandfather
moved in with us in North London as his house
in the East End was bombed.
Soon my mother decided that we should all
move down to Cornwall for the duration of the
Blitz because in Cornwall, air raids were very
few and far between, mainly because German
aircraft only went that far west if they had
missed their targets in London or Plymouth.
Early one evening in Redruth, my mother
decided that we needed some milk. In those
days, milk was delivered in large metal churns.
The farmers would have several measures in
the forms of ¼ or ½ pint scoops on long handles
so you brought jugs and bought what you
needed. The walk to the dairy was about half a
mile uphill, past the St John Ambulance hall,
but as she was leaving, the siren went off - a
hand-cranking device inside the ambulance
hall.
“I’ll hurry” she said and left - and we went
under the stairs as we had no shelter.
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A few moments later there was a loud bang
and the whole house shook. We stayed put and
waited. Some time later, the door bell rang and
my grandmother opened it to find my mother
standing there, covered in glass and debris,
clutching just the handle of the milk jug in her
shaking hands. She had just got to the dairy,
and was blown into the shop through the glass
windows. Although suffering from shock, she
wasn’t injured in any other way. So much for
Redruth being safer than London.
My brother and I would often sit on
Portreath Beach and watch
the
Spitfires
taking off and landing from the “Hush Hush”
station there. It was supposed to
be quite a high security area,
thus “Hush Hush”.
We had no food problems so our ration books
were rarely used. One of my distant relatives
had a dairy farm near Redruth, so butter,
cheese, cream and eggs were always available.
Needless to say it was a bit of a shock when
we moved back to London. At times we would go
to school and see an empty desk and be told
that so and so would not be coming back. Also
we had to get used to the strict rationing with

Curcumin

C

urcumin
is
a
compound largely found in
turmeric and there has been
much talk about it being an antiflammatory
substance
particularly beneficial with regard to
osteoarthritis. A new study cautiously backs
up this claim.
A small study at Harvard University USA
enrolled 139 people with symptoms of knee
osteoarthritis all of whom required medication
to alleviate their joint pain. They were assigned
to receive either 50mg twice daily of Diclofenac
or 500mg curcumin three times daily.
Both treatments improved symptoms and
relieved pain - 94% of those taking curcumin,
and 97% of those taking diclofenac. Pain on
average was about 50% improved. None of the
subjects taking curcumin had side effects for

dried egg and dried milk from America.
Our local park in Wood Green was turned
into allotments and also a semi-underground
shelter, plus a hard standing area with large
iron rings embedded into the ground to be used
for a barrage balloon which arrived on the back
of an RAF lorry. It was then filled and launched
after much huffing and puffing by the crew. It
was soon taken down due to its proximity to the
local houses, so we were told.
When the buzz bombs came in late
1944, you would hear them, watch for
them to see which way
they would fall, then you
would wait for the explosion.
Strange as it may seem, in some ways
we found it exciting, spending days collecting
shrapnel after a raid and playing in the bomb
sites, fighting our own little wars because you
always thought it wouldn’t happen to you. I was
one of the lucky ones.
I have been down to Redruth many times
since and the dairy is still there but the St. John
Ambulance hall and car park is now a block of
flats.

stomach trouble while 28% of the diclofenac
group needed treatment for this side effect.
Drawbacks of the study:
♦ It was small and only lasted one month.
♦ Only osteoarthritis of the knee was
studied.
♦ Curcumin was compared to only one dose
level of diclofenac and doses of the drug
can go higher if needed.
♦ The study was not a double-blind study so
the participants did know what they were
getting.
Anecdotally, outside of any study, some
people taking curcumin capsules have reported
slight gastric upsets like bloating and nausea
although lowering the dose relieved this
problem. Curcumin is a natural substance so
including more turmeric in the diet can do no
harm and may improve symptoms for some.
Turmeric recipe P9
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Roger�Mills
(1938-2020)

R

oger Mills, my muchloved husband, died at home on July 21st,
finally losing the battle against his many heart
problems. Following his heart attack in 1996,
he became an enthusiastic member of THROB,
attending classes for around twenty years,
serving on the committee for a period and
contributing articles for Throb News. He was a
great advocate for THROB, genuinely cared for
it and often spoke about how fortunate we are
in this area to have such excellent cardiac
rehabilitation opportunities.
Roger was a kind, caring man, described by

I

Editors Note:
knew Roger very well
since he was in both my exercise classes over
a long period of time. He was always sociable
and very committed to the classes and his
fellow members. Others in the classes found it
particularly useful that he was a qualified
pharmacist and he would patiently answer

Alan�Naylor
(1940-2020)

A

lan Naylor passed
away in June this year,
just shy of his 80th
birthday. He joined THROB in 2013, following
his second open heart surgery. He attended the
Thursday evening classes at Carnation Hall in
Winkfield. He greatly enjoyed them and made
many friends. He was known for his ready
smile, friendliness and humour.
Alan was born in Shorehamby-Sea, Sussex in 1940. His
first career was in the
timber
trade.
His
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many as a true gentleman. He was extremely
sociable and thoroughly enjoyed conversation
and discussion. Whatever he was involved in work, music, sport, voluntary work, DIY - he
did with total dedication and commitment. His
last few years were difficult, but he was
determined to remain as independent as
possible. He remained very much himself to
the end.
It is a tribute to Roger that donations
totalling over £4,000 have been made in his
memory to the British Heart Foundation.
Anyone wishing to donate can still do so via:
https://giftofhope.bhf.org.uk/
InMemory/Roger-Mills

their questions about the medications they
were taking. He continued to attend classes as
regularly as he was able when his health
declined in recent years and only stopped
coming when it became completely untenable.
He was a fighter to the end and will be sadly
missed.

second was as a driving instructor. He built
two highly successful schools – one in Crawley
and one in Slough. He rarely advertised,
relying on word of mouth. He was renowned for
his patience and empathy.
Alan was taken suddenly ill on Valentine’s
Day, and had major emergency surgery due to
a perforated colon. Four weeks later he was
moved to palliative care, but defied the odds
and recovered. He was discharged just before
the lockdown in March, and was able to return
to his beloved home.
Alan is survived by his wife and partner of
twenty-five years, Jane, two daughters from
his first marriage and three granddaughters
and by his sister and three brothers. Jane
would like to thank the other THROB members
for their kindness to her and to Alan.
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Before�Their�Time
Pioneers who paved the way to modern
medicine
FREDERICK M. ALLEN (1879 - 1964)

B

efore the discovery of
insulin, diabetes was often
a fatal disease and many
lived only a short time after
being diagnosed. Today we
call this condition Type 1
diabetes (and interestingly
what we now call Type 2
diabetes was virtually unknown)
Type 1 diabetes is a complete shutdown of
the pancreas' ability to produce insulin. Since
insulin is required to regulate glucose in the
blood and get it into the cells of the body, a lack
of insulin results in accumulation of glucose in
the bloodstream until life can no longer be
sustained.
Frederick M. Allen was the first to realise that
diabetes was more than simply a problem with
glucose, rather it was a problem with
metabolism. He developed what became the
best therapy for diabetes until the arrival of
injectable insulin, a low calorie diet that
provided fat for energy, protein for muscle
building while severely restricting any
carbohydrates – just the bare minimum to
sustain life.
Between
1914-1918
he
successfully
managed the treatment of a hundred patients
at the Rockefeller Hospital with this diet such
that other physicians began prescribing it,
including Elliott Joslin, the most eminent
American specialist in diabetes at that time.
Unrestrained by modern ethical practice, like
many at the time, Allen had first tried out his
theory by experimenting on hundreds of dogs,

cats and similar animals in which diabetes had
been induced by removal of most, but not all, of
the pancreas. Doctors already knew that total
removal of the pancreas in animals caused
severe sudden diabetes and rapid death, but
Allen's technique produced
a slightly less
severe form of the disease which was similar to
diabetes in humans. He painstakingly
measured out different types of food to the
animals to see how their bodies metabolised
fats, proteins and carbohydrates and measured
the results from glucose in their urine samples.
In 1913 the result of his experimental work was
published and came to the attention of the
Rockefeller Institute and Allen was recruited to
extend his research and work with patients.
The prescribed diet was not a cure and often
brought patients to the brink of starvation just
to control the disease and yet many diabetics
sought out his diet as it did extend their lives.
It also enabled hundreds, perhaps even
thousands, to hang on long enough for the
arrival of injectable insulin. Once it did arrive
Allen was amongst the first physicians to use it
with patients alongside a diet which was less
restrictive than the original.
He later left the Rockefeller Institute to
establish his own centre for treating diabetes
and other metabolic disorders, the Physiatric
Institute in New Jersey, which opened in 1921.
He went on to have a distinguished career
finally finishing his medical practice at The
Pondville Cancer Hospital in Massachusetts.
As a footnote, it is worth mentioning that a
low-carbohydrate diet for Type 1 diabetes is
attracting a lot of interest once again as a
means of better managing the condition and
allowing for a reduction in injectable insulin.
Nevertheless, for Type 1 diabetes there is, at the
present time, no alternative other than to take
insulin to survive.

Ingredients
350ml milk of your choice
¼ tsp ground turmeric
¼ tsp ground cinnamon
¼ tsp ground ginger
½ tsp vanilla extract
1 tsp maple syrup
grind of black pepper

Method
Put all the ingredients in a
saucepan and whisk constantly
over a gentle heat, ideally with a
milk frother if you have one. Once
hot, pour into mugs and sprinkle
with a little more cinnamon to
serve.
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Chairperson’s�Report

W

e had all hoped to meet in April for the
AGM but of course that was, as history will refer
to it, ‘Pre Covid-19’ and the AGM fell into
lockdown. So I am taking this opportunity to
give a brief report and some positivity. A little
bit of then and now.
The year started well with Party Near the
Green, once again an opportunity to let our hair
down, waistlines out and then dance it all off.
I always see this as a ‘weight neutral’ event,
especially as for me there is a lot of running
around both before and after the event!
Approaching the AGM last year we were in
need of a Social secretary and Wendy was
stepping down as our Secretary, fortunately
Bob Tavinor helped us out with a trip to
Bombay Sapphire in August and Wendy came
to our rescue to get us back on track, then took
up the reins once more in 2020. Sid kindly
provided the annual talk on the interesting
history of his house.
I met with the instructors in June, not just to
thank them for all their hard work but to pick
their brains on how we could improve cover for
classes, new opportunities for THROB and
making a difference. The upshot was bringing a
British
Association
for
Cardiovascular
Prevention and Rehabilitation (BACPR) training
course to Berkshire! It took place in February,
just before lockdown, the exam in May had to

be done via video conferencing but we now have
nine new instructors in or bordering our area!
Revised THROB leaflets came out in July
2019 thanks to David Grant’s efforts to bring us
up to date.
In October we had the sad news of the
unexpected death of Eddie Robson, guru of the
THROB Constitution, and then David Read,
who produced the Newsletter for so many years,
passed away in December. Two large figures in
THROB’s history and both so sadly missed.
We hit 2020 running, full of optimism and
nothing has changed. Covid is still causing
uncertainty for all of us and the government’s
rules will no doubt change again before we get
through this to find our new normal. So, we will
continue to look for ways to support cardiac
rehab, with an open mind working with the
British Heart Foundation, local authorities and
BACPR to support you our members in
Berkshire and beyond.
We will use the
newsletter to keep you posted and be assured
we are not just going to sit and wait for classes
to start up again, we are looking for new options
both with exercise and socially.
Thank you for your continued support, stay
safe, stay fit and stay positive.

THROB CO
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Lynn Warner (Chairperson) 07956 848 986

Keith Jarvis (Treasurer) 01189 785 838

Wendy Sivyer (Secretary) 01344 890 716

Sid Barker (Webmaster) 01628 625 823
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Membership�Secretary’s�Report�

W

hat a crazy year! As it’s six months past
when we should have held our AGM, these few
words of mine cover our current year to date.
Renewals went pretty painlessly this year,
with the membership fee changes universally
accepted and a few more members paying
directly by bank transfer. Currently, we have a

total membership of 217, which includes 26
additional members at the same address.
Year on year we’ve lost a total of 15 members,
a few sadly to the inevitable consequences of
getting older – they will be missed by their
classmates and colleagues.

THROB�Website�Report�2019

T

he THROB website† continues to
function and to provide a public information
service
on all THROB exercise classes,
newsletters and activities and to publicise
details of
organisations in neighbouring
counties having a similar purpose. Part of the
website's success can be assessed by periodic
requests from organisations and charities to
include information about them, many of which

have to be refused because of their non-cardiac
related nature. The annual cost of the website
is reduced by sharing the same webspace with
the excellent Wesley Golf Society†† - which I
also maintain. Suggestions for items to be
included are always welcomed.
†www.throbrehab.org.uk
††www.wesleygolf.org.uk

THROB�Finances�2019

A

s the AGM did not go ahead this year the
trustees thought it right that we give you an
update on how our finances stand.
The full audited accounts for 2019 have been
lodged with the Charity Commission.
Firstly I should say that we are in good shape
but despite our ongoing efforts to reduce the
amount of savings in 2019 we spent just £15.00
more than our income.
Total income was
Total expenditure was

£8979.13
£8994.13

Our major income is from Membership fees
and Donations.
Donations made with
membership fees almost matched one another
so a big thank you to those of you who gave

extra to THROB in this way.
Party near the Green net profit was £568.00
Our major expenditure was for new
equipment for our classes and the education of
our existing and potential exercise instructors.
The net result is that at the end of December
2019 our total assets stood at £47,147.27
spread between our current account with RBS
and two savings accounts namely Virgin Money
and Shawbrook Bank.
Obviously this is a brief summary of our
2019 accounts but should anyone have any
questions or would like a copy of the full
accounts please contact me by email
keith.jarvis131@btinternet.com or by phone.
Keep safe keep well.

OMMITTEE
David Grant (Membership) 01628 627 029

Sarah Hill 07876 586 445

heartrehab@gmx.com

Kevin Johnson (Trustee) 07966 295 873
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Safety�Advice�2

F

ollowing our piece in May’s issue on how to escape an angry bull, we have been swamped
with requests for advice on dealing with a lion attack.
In the immortal words of Cpl. Jones “Don’t panic.” Staying calm could help to save your life.
Never run or turn your
back. Prey animals run so
you will trigger the lion’s
natural instinct to chase
after and devour you.

Most charges are mock
attacks so things will
usually be fine.

Stand your ground.
Shout, clap your hands
and wave your arms to
make yourself look bigger
and more threatening.

If, unhappily, things
are not fine, fight back.
Punch the lion, aiming
for the head and eyes.
This should drive it off.

Then, retreat slowly,
continuing to face the
lion.

Finally, if wounded,
staunch any bleeding and
seek
urgent
medical
assistance.

WARNING: We cannot guarantee the effectiveness of the above strategy. Readers confront
charging lions at their own risk.

Which�Would�You�Rather�Eat?

Rapeseed oil,
palm oil,
sunflower oil, linseed oil,
water, salt, emulsifier, faba
bean protein, potassium
sorbate, lactic acid, flavouring,
colouring, vitamins A and D

Milk
(Salt optional)

Seriously?
Myth: Saturated fat is a major source of
heart disease.

I

n his latest book, “Spoon-Fed”, Tim
Spector refutes this and much else of what
we think we know about food and nutrition.

Counting calories, taking
vitamin supplements and
many more accepted “facts”
are similarly challenged. It’s
hard to turn your back on
decades of advice. But that’s
the point, much of it is
based on outdated science
or flawed studies or, worse,
studies compromised by
commercial sponsorship. There has surely
never been a more important time to
safeguard your health with good nutrition.
Professor Spector’s book will be an invaluable
aid to achieving that.
Tim Spector is professor of genetic
epidemiology at King’s College, London.
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